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Input List
Input
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14

Description
Bass Drum
Snare
Hit Hat
Cow Bell
Floor Tom
Tom
Overhead Left
Overhead Right
Bass Guitar (Leandro)
Guitar (JF)
Backing Vocal 1 (Leandro)
Backing Vocal 2 (JF)
Lead Singer (Justin)
Playback Device

Tech Specs

Observations

Bass Amp with Direct Output
SM57
Stand required, provided by venue
Stand required, provided by venue
Stand required, provided by venue
it has an ⅛” unbalanced stereo output,
usually a cellphone or laptop.

Microphone provided by venue
Microphone provided by venue
Microphone provided by venue
Microphone provided by venue
Used to play songs intros. In case
projection is available through
HDMI, the sound can come from this
source.

*All mics, stands and mic cables provided by venue.

Monitors
Identification
M1*

What should be heard
Bass, Guitar, Backing Vocal 1

M2*
M3*

Lead Singer
Backing Vocal 2, Bass, Guitar

M4*
Bass, Guitar , Lead Vocal
*All monitors provided by venue.

Notes

Observations
Used by Leandro (Bass and Backing
Vocal 1)
Used by Justin (Lead Singer)
Used by JF (Guitar and Backing Vocal
2)
Used by Alain (Drums)
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Stage Plot

Important Notes about the stage
The items described in the stage plan identify the positions of the important elements from the Input List and from the Monitor List.
The size of the elements are not at scale.

Projection / TV
If the venue offers the option to use projection or use TVs during the concert, we are able to connect through: HDMI, VGA + ⅛
audio, mini displayport. We have videos and images for the entire show!

Backline
Usually we provide the backline for our presentation, however, In case your event is providing a backline these are the
requirements:
-

Drums: Seat, Snare, 1 Tom, 1 Floor Tom and Bass Drum. Stand for Four cymbals and Hi-Hat.
Bass Cab: mandatory min 2 ohms. Preference 2x12.
Guitar Cab: mandatory 8 ohms. Preference 4x12 Marshall with Celestion G12T-75 speakers.
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Requirement List
Venue
●

●
●
●

A secure and restricted access room in the venue where the band can use as a dressing room, for meetings and warm up.
This room should have the following items:
○ A mirror
○ Place to seat 5 people at least (chairs or couch)
○ Enough space for 5 people + gear (backpacks, guitars, bass, etc…)
○ Water available
○ Drinks, snacks and food in general are welcome (but not mandatory)
Reserved parking space for 2 cars during the day of the event
Temporary parking space for load and unload close to the stage
Water available on the stage during soundcheck and during performance

Meals and Drinks
In case the event is offering any food for the band, in the form of meals or snacks, we kindly ask you for the following:
●
●
●

Gluten free options, one of the band members does not eat gluten.
Water available
Beer is enough for us, the majority of the band does not drink other kinds of alcohol beverage.

Accommodation
When accommodation needs to be provided for the band (usually for events at least 150 Km away from Montréal, QC). These are
the requirements for accommodation:
-

4 separated beds, independent of the number of rooms.
2 bathrooms
Parking space for 2 cars
Breakfast provided

Additional Information
Here we have documented the minimum items for a Möntréal Crüe’s event. We do count on it to have a successful event.
If you are having trouble with some point here, please let us know in advance, so we can look for options to provide a great event in
any given circumstance!
We really appreciate you took the time to read this and for choosing Möntréal Crüe for your event!
THANK YOU! And Let’s Rock!

Contact
If you have any questions, considerations, please use one of the following ways to contact us:
tour@montrealcrue.com
facebook.com/MontrealCrue

